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if you can experience the experience of bliss and grace in the samadhi

you can experience on your toilet seat !

i am not joking !

i say i experience more samadhi on my toilet seat than in the samadhi

because my toilet seat is real

just imagine when you have to take a shit

and it is not coming out…

you have to take that shit and it is stuck

just sit on the pot and you will know samadhi !

if it does not come out you will know hell…

my toilet seat is my samadhi !!

it has got a real function

it is taking the misery out of you…

just imagine one day it does not come out

you will know who is god and who is not god

you will be praying to god

do anything but get this shit out

i love the pot story the most

your pot has to become your temple…

i am not joking !

you have to have great reverence for your pot

it is really serious

you can eat food…you can nourish your body…

and when it comes to taking out what is not required by you

you have no reverence for it !

you put delicious food in your mouth 

and then you complain when it is coming out !

be thankful it is coming out

if it does not come out you wont be eating anything !!

ha ha ha ha

i was considering this subject many times

so i declared it once before 

that is where my samadhi will be created…

nothing should disturb you…

in fact disturbers are good people

do not be so easily disturbed

i did not mean that ashram story for you

this is for the hypocrites who live there…

who think they are in deep meditation…

just push a little and you will see their grace becomes disgrace

they do not even carry a shadow of that blissfulness

i love to disturb people

just to see how much is real…how much is unreal…

second part was not for you…my friend

that was a message for some very holy people sitting in some resort… 

somewhere on this planet earth…

i never go to the samadhi

the wings of the master cannot be locked in such a small place

i went there only once to bow 

if you cannot see the master in the trees and the birds… 

and the butterflies and the earth…

then why you go into that stupid samadhi looking so holy ?

if you cannot enjoy the stroll outside the lao tsu house…

and enjoy the grace…floating by his residence…

seeing that beautiful swan floating through…

then you have not been in the samadhi

once you have entered the samadhi of a master

your whole being…wherever you will go…will be floating

why not create this into the samadhi ?

we are in the samadhi of the master here !!

this is a living samadhi 

the outer is simply a device

this whole world carries his fragrance

if you have touched it once you can touch it anywhere
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